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INSTABILITY OF CHARACTER IN SAM SHEPARD’S WORK OF THE 1970S 
 

In his diploma thesis, Mr. Martin Lauer critically aspires to delineate the key contours 
and features of the problematic of character and of subjectivity in the corpus of 
experimental dramatic texts authored by the US playwright Sam Shepard from the 
1970s period of time; the critical study proceeds with special reference and cultural 
usage of philosophical-theoretical works authored by the late C20 French thinkers, 
Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari, as well as by Theodor W. Adorno and Max Horkheimer, 
and of some key cultural critics of Deleuze-Guattari and of Shepard, inter alia.  
 

The thesis contains 94 pp. across some preliminary matter, six chapters, which includes 
a conclusion, and a bibliography. As for the prose style, it reads cleanly and displays high 
compositional ability; the candidate also reveals a capacity to retain his own critical 
voice amidst the useful and often complicated criticism that he does engage in his fertile 
subject area; however, there are a few glitches in spelling or in style, e.g.:  “used to [for] 
study purposes” (iii ‘for’ better than ‘to’), “in a numerous plays” (12 ‘a’ erroneous), “to 
[a] certain extent” (12, an ‘a’ needed), the word “the” appears back to back (22), “zeal of 
to gender” (37 ‘to’ is an error), “into a an assemblage” (39 line 7; ‘a’ shd be deleted), 
”embodiment [of] post-modern” (75, ‘of’ would be needed e.g.), “with [a] different 
expression” (76, an ‘a’ is needed), “to [a] certain extent” (78, an ‘a’ is required), 
“ellicited” (85.2, sp.), and “Morevoer” (88 bottom sp.). All the same, the thesis remains 
an uncommonly well written, well conceived, and well argued endeavor. 
 

More exactly, this reader noted the focused use of cross-disciplinary and of highly 
theorized close reading of the target texts, a critical strategy accomplished by a band of 
critical and theoretical texts that throw illuminating inter-disciplinary light on the big 
concept of subjectivity. Also, the intriguing incorporation of a critical discussion of John 
Coltrane and Lester Young  (pp. 41-43) constitutes just one example of cross-
disciplinary exegetical work to be commended. 

 

As far as the topical phenomenon of human subjectivity goes that forms the fulcrum 
around which the thesis investigations turn, I would ask the candidate,  
 

1) to articulate briefly how his principal thesis and argumentation provoke unanswered 
questions that his work would give us to think, given that his chosen cultural works give 
eloquent voice to the enduring enigma of the agential dimension of subjectivity in the 
cultural heritage. Put otherwise,  
 
2) What precisely are some of the important, and perhaps unanswerable questions that 
his concrete analysis of his chosen artworks produce?  
 
3) Do these artworks suggest ways to get out of these deadlocks and impasses that 
traverse, subtend, and shoot through the monadized lifeworlds and contexts of these 
artistic texts, pathways that would allows us to discover something essential or novel if 
not even the objective truth content about the chosen artworks?  
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In light of the foregoing mentions, I hereby recommend the contingent upon the oral 
performance pre thesis defense mark of a 1 (výborně ) for the diploma work. 

 

 

 

Erik S. Roraback, D.Phil. (Oxon.), 
8 September 2013. 
 
 
 
 
 


